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Abstract
For a battery cell, both the porosity of the electrodes/separator and the transport distance of charged
species can evolve due to mechanical deformation arising from either lithium intercalation-induced
swelling and contraction of the active particles or externally applied mechanical loading. To describe
accurately the coupling between mechanical deformation and the cell’s electrochemical response,
we extend Newman’s DualFoil model to allow variable, non-uniform porosities in both electrodes
and the separator, which are dynamically updated based on the electrochemical and mechanical
states of the battery cell. In addition, the finite deformation theory from continuum mechanics is
used to modify the electrochemical transport equations to account for the change of the charged
species transport distance. The proposed coupled electrochemomechanical model is tested with a
parameterized commercial cell. Our simulation results confirm that mass conservation is satisfied
with the new formulation. We further show that mechanical effects have a significant impact on the
cell’s electrochemical response at high charge/discharge rates.
Keywords mechanical effects · electrochemical model · porosity change · transport distance change · DualFoil
model · lithium-ion battery · electrochemomechanical model
1 Introduction
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are complex systems where electrochemistry, mechanics, and thermal phenomena are
closely coupled [1–4]. Mechanical deformation can impact a battery cell’s electrochemical response in several ways.
For example, the energy density of a battery cell can be significantly improved by selecting silicon or germanium as the
anode material [5, 6]. However, the diffusion-induced deformation is large enough to cause fracture of the active mate-
rials [7], leading to poor battery cyclic performance. For LIBs with conventional electrode materials, Li-intercalation
causes the active materials to swell and contract, leading to a change of both the porosity of the electrodes and the
species transport distance, which in turn affects the cell’s electrochemical behavior [4, 8]. In addition, mechanical de-
formation can in some circumstances increase the driving force for Li-plating [9]. And mechanical abuse can trigger
short circuit, causing catastrophic failure of battery cells [10]. Thus, understanding the impact of mechanical defor-
mation on the cell’s electrochemical response can provide a basis for innovations that ensure battery safety, increase
cycle life, and improve performance (higher energy density, faster charge/discharge rate).
Newman’s physics-based porous electrode model (the so-called DualFoil model) [11–14] has laid the foundation for
modeling battery systems. Various extensions have been made in the past to account for thermal effects [15, 16]
and other physical phenomena, such as side-reactions, film formation, and dendrite growth [17–22]. Though stress
generation of active particles inside battery cells have been studied in [3, 4, 23, 24], the development of complete,
coupled electrochemomechanical models for full cells is still scarce. Many existing mechanics-related modeling works
are carried out only on the particle level [4, 23–29]. In a recent work [30], the authors solve a full set of electro-chemo-
thermo-mechanical coupled equations in the three-dimensional (3D) space with the finite element method, which
accounts for the change of both porosity and species transport distance. However, their model is computationally
expensive to solve and would not be fast enough for optimization or exploring a large parameter space.
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In this work, a coupled electrochemomechanical model is proposed for battery cells made with conventional electrode
materials in the one-dimensional (1D) setting. During charge/discharge, both the porosity of the electrodes/separator
and the species transport distance evolves because of Li intercalation and the externally applied pressure, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. In the new model, the porosity of each porous region is dynamically updated based on the electrochemical
and mechanical state variables. The finite deformation theory from continuum mechanics is used to describe accu-
rately the change of charged species transport distance. In addition, a modified version of the 4th order polynomial
approximation for computing the concentration profile in the solid active material [31] is provided to account for the
diffusion distance change due to Li-intercalation. In the proposed model, we do not account for the electrolyte move-
ment, thus the total volume of electrolyte is assumed to be constant at each mesh location. It is worth noting that such
assumption is valid only when the level of the externally applied mechanical loading is low.
2 Model description
In the original DualFoil model [11–14], a constant porosity is assumed for each porous region in a battery cell. How-
ever, such assumption is not accurate and does not account for volume changes caused by Li intercalation or externally
applied mechanical loading, which can result in non-uniform porosity along the sandwich layer through direction
(SLTD), as illustrated in Fig. 1. To account for mechanical effects, we need to distinguish the undeformed configu-
ration and deformed configuration, which are also called the reference configuration and the current configuration in
the continuum mechanics theory. We use upper case letters to denote terms defined in the reference configuration, and
lower case for these defined in the current configuration. In the following, we first summarize the existing DualFoil
model with a constant porosity. Following that, we discuss how to account for the change of the porosity and the
































Figure 1: Illustration of a jellyroll sandwich layer in the 3D space (left) and the 1D modeling space for a discharge
process (right). The letter Z is used to represent the sandwich layer through direction (SLTD), which points from
one electrode to the other. In the right figure, the solid line and the dashed line represent the undeformed (reference)
configuration along Z and the deformed (current) configuration along z, respectively. As the overall deformation in
the X-Y plane is confined by the metal current collector and the cell case, we assume the averaged deformation only
occurs in the Z direction with a fixed cross-section area A for both configurations1. During a discharge process, the
volume contraction of graphite is larger than the volume swelling of LiCoO2, resulting in a total volume contraction as
illustrated in the figure. The blue arrows indicate the modeling domain change due to external pressure, and red arrows
for domain change due to Li insertion/removal. The actual length of the blue/red arrows for each porous region will be
determined by the multiphysics model. Due to the volume change of the active particles, the negative electrode has an
increased porosity, whereas the positive electrode has a decreased porosity. As shown in the deformed configuration,
due to the spatial variation of Li concentration, the porosity across the electrode is non-uniform.
2.1 Existing electrochemical model
In conventional LIBs, two porous electrodes, which contain active energy storage materials, binders, and conductive
additives, are separated by a porous separator, with the pores of all three regions being filled with liquid electrolyte
1This assumption is supported by the strain study with three-dimensional digital image correlation in [32], where the strain is
found to be negligible in the X and Y directions compared to the Z direction (the SLTD).
2
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Equation description Equation




















Solid-phase Ohm’s law Is = −κs,eff∇φs

















































Intercalate boundary conditions 35
Ds
R0p
(Cs − C̄)− 8DsQ̄ = −Jn
Table 1: Summary of equations to describe the electrochemistry in the DualFoil model with constant porosity [33].
[33]. During charge/discharge cycles, Li ions travel from one electrode to the other through the electrolyte, whereas
electrons are conducted between the electrodes through an external circuit. In this process, electrochemical reactions
occur at the electrode-electrolyte interfaces. The applied current as well as the distribution of electronic versus ionic
current causes the electric potential to vary in both the liquid electrolyte phase and the solid phase. Heat is generated
due to irreversible resistive heating, reversible entropic heating, and chemical reactions [15]. The DualFoil model and
its extended versions for LIBs are capable of describing these physical processes and computing the voltage response,
potential profiles, concentration profiles, and the heat generate rate by utilizing the porous electrode and concentrated
solution theories. The related equations are summarized in Table 1, which are solved with a Crank-Nicolson method
in the 1D setting.
2.2 Porosity change
Porosity ǫe (or the volume fraction of the electrolyte) has a significant impact on the solution of equations listed in
Table 1, as it is fully integrated into them through either its explicit appearance or effective quantities. The latter are




with α as the so-called Bruggeman’s exponent.
Definition of porosity. To properly account for the porosity change and obtain an algebraic relation between the initial
porosity ǫ0e and the current porosity ǫe, we consider the volume change of different components in each porous region

















for each region, where the total volume Vtot equals to the sum of the partial volumes of the electrolyte Velectrolyte, active
materials Vactive, additional components Vadd, and the film Vfilm produced by side reactions. Under the assumption that
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Here, V denotes an initial volume defined in the reference configuration and v is for a volume defined in the current
configuration. In the separator, we have Vadd = Vfilm = vadd = vfilm = 0.
Description of deformation. Since the reversible intercalation-induced volume change of a cell made with con-
ventional electrode materials is relatively small (ca. 2.0% [35] and ca. 3.3% from our experiments), and only mild
external mechanical loading is considered, the linear elastic theory is sufficient to describe the deformation and the
volume change of each porous component. The displacement vector of each component of a cell is denoted as u(x, t),








with the superscript T denoting a transpose operation. The ratio of the total volume change is expressed through the








which results in the following relation
vtot = (1 + tr[ε])Vtot, (6)
between the initial total volume Vtot and the changed total volume vtot. The entire volume change of each region is
assumed to arise either due to elastic deformation from an externally applied mechanical loading or due to an internal
volume change induced by Li-intercalation in active materials or the film growth, which has an additive relation
∆vtot = ∆velastic +∆vactive +∆vfilm. (7)
Thermal expansion induced volume change is neglected, as it is orders of magnitude smaller than these factors ac-
counted in this work [36–38]. Within the scope of linear elastic theory, the strain tensor is expressed as
ε = εelastic + εactive + εfilm, (8)
where εelastic, εactive, and εfilm represent the elastic strain from external mechanical loading, the intercalation induced






















As the strain in the X and Y directions is found to be negligible compared to it in the SLTD [32], the strain tensor
only has one non-zero diagonal term. Eqs. (5) and (10) can be simplified as
tr[ε] = εzz =
∆vtot
Vtot

















where the superscript z denotes the SLTD, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In (11), ∆vfilm is obtained by accounting for
different side-reactions [19–21] in the electrochemical model. Though the proposed formulations account for porosity
change due to film growth, we neglect the side reactions in this work for simplicity.
Intercalation induced deformation of active materials. For the active materials, the intercalation induced volume
change is much larger than the elastic deformation caused by externally applied mechanical loading. For example, the
volume change by Li insertion and extraction is ca. 10% for graphite [35, 39] and ca. 2% for LiCoO2 [40], whereas
for an externally applied high stack pressure of 5 MPa [9], the resulting volumetric strain is ca. 0.01% for graphite
(with a bulk modulus of 35.8 GPa [41]) and ca. 0.002% for LiCoO2 (with a bulk modulus of 205.6 GPa [42]). Thus,
we can neglect the elastic deformation of the active material that results from the homogenized stress in the composite
materials and express vactive in the current configuration purely due to Li-interaction as






where Ω(C) is the average relative volume change ratio of the active material. In (12), Li concentration C(X) is
a location dependent quantity defined in the reference configuration, Ω(C) is the local relative volume change, V̄
is the total volume of an active particle, and B is the domain describing the particle. In general, the intercalation-
induced strain and Li concentration C has a non-linear relation [40, 43], as shown in Fig. 5. If such a relation
is linear, the average volume change can be computed directly from the volume averaged Li concentration C̄ with
4
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SLTD
undeformed shrink swell
Figure 2: Illustration of the swelling/shrinkage of active particles in the 1D homogenized electrochemical model
along the SLTD. Considering a representative 1D element with the given detailed microstructure in the undeformed
configuration (only the active particle and the electrolyte are shown), the active particles could have different shapes
and deform in any direction. Because the lateral deformation is confined by the case and metal current collector
foils, the final deformation of the 1D element can only occur in the SLTD. As we do not account for the electrolyte
movement across different elements, the total volume of the electrolyte is the same in the undeformed/shrink/swell
configurations.
Ω(C) = Ω(C̄) = ω(C̄ − C̄0), where ω is a swelling coefficient and C̄0 is the averaged initial Li concentration in the





Since the value of Ω(C) depends on C, and the distribution of C along the SLTD, in general, is non-uniform, εzzactive is
inhomogeneous along the SLTD.
Remark: In a battery cell, the active particles have different shapes (e.g. flake, spherical, etc.) that are not aligned
along a specific direction, as shown in Fig. 2. The swelling/shrinkage of active particles could occur in any direction
in the 3D space. When active particles deform in any direction, the particles will interact with the electrolyte. Since
the lateral deformation is confined by the case and the metal current collector foils, the electrolyte can only flow in the
SLTD. Thus, all the volume change of the active particles will result in a volume change of a porous region only in the
SLTD due to the movement of the incompressible electrolyte. As we do not explicitly model electrolyte movement,
the implication of the electrolyte movement in the neighborhood of a mesh point is thus reflected in Eq. (13) by stating
that the volume change of the active particles causes a total volume change of a porous region only in the SLTD. Eq.
(13) should not be interpreted as active particles are only allowed to deform in the SLTD.
Homogenized elastic deformation. The elastic strain tensor εelastic describes the homogenized deformation of an
entire composite layer (e.g., electrode or separator), rather than its individual components, because it is experimentally
easier to measure the average deformation and mechanical properties of a porous region2. The non-zero component of





where E and σ are the effective Young’s modulus and the homogenized Cauchy stress for the composites in the SLTD,
respectively. Each porous region has a different E, which needs to be measured by experiments. Thus, the resulting
εzzelastic is the same inside each region, but is different among regions.
Updated porosity. Now, the porosity of electrode regions in the current configuration given in (3) can be rewritten as
ǫe =








with ǫ0active and ǫ
0

















2For each porous region, as the electrolyte is incompressible, and the elastic deformation of the active materials caused by ex-
ternally applied stress is negligible, the homogenized elastic strain εelastic is mainly attributed to the compressible additive materials
in the electrodes and the solid phase in the separator, and potentially any unfilled pores in these regions.
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with ǫ0solid as the volume fraction of the solid phase materials. The strain tensor ε for the separator only contains the
elastic component εelastic with tr[εfilm] = 0 and tr[εactive] = 0.
2.3 Modified electrochemical formulations
In addition to the porosity change, mechanical deformation impacts the solution of the equations listed in Table 1
via changing the domain over which these equations are solved, as illustrated in Fig. 1. To ensure the equivalence
of equations that describe physics in both the reference configuration and the deformed configuration, we follow the
continuum mechanics theory, which ensures consistency of physical properties of a continuum defined in arbitrary
coordinate systems. Terms to account for the effect of deformation will appear in the relevant equations. We start with
a finite strain formulation and define the mapping of physical properties to different configurations. To make the result
more accessible to readers without a mechanics background, we apply the approximation of linear elastic theory to
derive formulations that resemble those in Table 1.
Coordinate transformation. The finite strain formulation requires the differentiation between upper- and lower-case
symbols, with the former describing quantities defined in the reference configuration and the latter those in the current
configuration. The displacement u is defined as u = x−X , with x and X describing the current coordinate and the




= 1 +∇Xu, (18)
where 1 is the second-order identity tensor. For the problem considered in this work, where the in-plane strain is






0 0 1 + ∂u3∂X3

ei ⊗EJ (19)
with ei and EJ representing the basis vectors in the current and reference configurations, respectively. The term
∂u3
∂X3
is equivalent to εzz in (11). A volume dv defined in the current configuration is related to its equivalent representation
dV in the reference configuration with
dv = J dV with J = det[F ] (20)
where det[F ] is called Jacobian (equivalent to 1 + tr[ε] in (5) for the linear elastic theory) to describe the volume
change ratio.
For a quantity defined per unit volume, such as concentration, we ensure the equivalent description by enforcing
c dv = C dV, (21)
which leads to the relation c = C/J with c and C as the concentration in the current and reference configuration,
respectively. The reference gradient ∇X of a quantity (•) is transformed to its spatial gradient ∇x by
∇x(•) = F
−T∇X(•). (22)
An area element da in the current configuration is related to its reference representation dA through
da = JF−TdA. (23)
To ensure that the rates of particles flowing through an area in two different configurations are identical, we have
k · da = K · dA, resulting in
k = J −1FK (24)
with k and K as the flux defined in current and reference configuration, respectively. Note that any flux variable (e.g.,
current density, which is a flux of charge) obeys the same relationship.
Electrolyte material balance. The electrolyte material balance in the reference configuration has the form
∂(ǫ0eCe)
∂t






where Q is the Li-ion flux due to the concentration gradient and Ie is the current density in the reference configuration.
The spatial flux q is computed as
q = −De,eff ∇x(ce), (26)
6
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where the effective electrolyte diffusivity De,eff is computed based on (1) with the updated porosity. Assuming the
liquid electrolyte is incompressible, we have Je = 1, resulting in ce = Ce. The readers should notice the difference
between Je and J , where the former describes the volume change of the liquid electrolyte, and the latter is the total
volume change of a porous region. Based on (22), (24), and (26), Q is computed as
Q = JF−1q = −De,effJF
−1F−T∇X (Ce) . (27)














Electrolyte-phase Ohm’s law. The electrolyte current density ie in the current configuration is computed as









∇x ln ce, (29)
where the effective electrolyte conductivity κe,eff is computed based on (1) with the updated porosity. Based on (22)
















Solid-phase Ohm’s law. The solid phase current density is in the current configuration is computed as
is = −κs,eff∇xφs (31)
Based on (22) and (24), we obtain the reference current density
Is = JF
−1F−T (−κs,eff∇Xφs) (32)
Butler-Volmer insertion kinetics. For a spherical particle, we use j and J to denote the Li-ion surface fluxes in the
current and reference configuration, n and N to denote the surface normal associated to j and J , respectively. The
normal flux of Li ions on a particle’s surface in the current configuration is expressed as























Under the assumption of isotropic deformation, we have






active 1 , and n = N (34)
for a spherical particle, where F̄ active is the deformation gradient to represent the overall deformation of the whole
particle rather than any specific location, and J̄active is the averaged volume change ratio of the particle with J̄active =






The normal flux of Li ions on a particle’s surface in the reference configuration is thus expressed as
Jn = J ·N = J̄
2/3
activej · n = J̄
2/3
activejn. (36)


























Charge conservation. The charge balance equation in the reference configuration is expressed as
∇X · (Is + Ie) = 0 with ∇X · Ie = −a0FJn (38)





3Note that this relationship is more complex when we relax the assumption that αa + αc = 1.
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Mass balance in active particles. In the reference configuration, the mass diffusion in solids is governed by
∂Cs
∂t
+∇X ·Q = 0 (39)
where Q is the molar flux, which in general is composition and pressure dependent [4]. As shown in [4], the composi-
tion distribution is not significantly influenced by pressure except at high dimensionless current, therefore we neglect
the pressure dependence of Q in the present model. We only consider a composition dependent Q governed by (in the
current configuration)
q = −Ds∇x(cs). (40)















where F active is the deformation gradient at a specific location inside the particle, and Jactive is the corresponding
volume change ratio at that location, which are location dependent. We assume that the active particle is disordered













with F active = Jactive
1/3
1 . Eq. (42) can be solved by one extra discretization in the particle radial direction in
addition to the main discretization in the SLTD (so-called pseudo 2D approach). Alternatively, one can utilize the
three-parameter polynomial approximation presented in [31], where no additional discretization is needed, and the
computational cost can be reduced significantly. Note that the formulation in [31] must be modified further, as in
[45], to handle concentration-dependent diffusivities. For simplicity, the present model is restricted to concentration-
independent solid-phase diffusivity. Even in this case, the formulation in [31] is not directly applicable to (42), because
Jactive is a radial location dependent quantity. Thus, to facilitate the computationally efficient polynomial approach,































Eq. (44) is solved with a slightly modified version (see (51)-(53) in Table 2) of the formulation presented in [31]. A
comparison study of the surface concentration Cs resulted from (42) and its simplified form (43) with finite element
methods in a spherical particle is given in the results section to show the accuracy of (43). Our simulation results
confirm that the total amount of Li in both electrode active materials and the electrolyte is conserved with the new
formulations.
1D and small deformation simplification. In the 1D setting under the assumption of small deformation, we have










which lead to the simplification shown in Eqs. (46)-(50) of Table 2.
The proposed coupled electrochemomechanical model is solved with a Crank-Nicolson method in the 1D setting. The
same BCs as used in [12, 13] are applied to Eqs. (46)-(53) to form a well-posed problem. This new model takes
the homogenized mechanical stress σ in the SLTD as an input to update the porosity embedded in Eqs. (46)-(53).
The homogenized stress σ can be obtained by solving the linear momentum balance equation with an appropriate
numerical tool, such as finite element methods, which is out of the scope of this work. In the results section, the
externally applied stress value is pre-defined as a time-invariant boundary condition. To fully utilize the capability of
the proposed model, a coupling between the electrochemical model with a mechanical or thermomechanical solver is
needed to dynamically update σ based on the cell electrochemical states, which will be the subject of a subsequent
paper [46].
8
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Q̄ = −Jn (53)
Table 2: Summary of new equations in the coupled electrochemomechanical model.
Figure 3: Illustration of the experiment setup. From left to right: the tested LG G5 cell phone battery with control
circuit removed, the actual customized platform to measure the swelling of the cell with two visible displacement
sensors, two CAD views of the experiment platform.
3 Experiments and model parameterization
We measured the electrochemical and mechanical behavior of several LG G5 cell phone batteries, purchased from the
official website [71] with model number BL-42D1F. After removing the control circuit, the cells were mounted into a
customized platform, as shown in Fig. 3. The structure of the platform was designed by following [72] with two high-
precision displacement sensors (1 µm accuracy and 0.1 µm resolution, model number Keyence GT2-H12KL, Japan)
mounted in opposite directions to measure the amount of swelling during charge/discharge. The entire platform
with the specimen was placed into a Yamato convection oven (Model DKN400) under forced convective cooling
at a temperature of 25 ◦C. Several cells were charged/discharged at various C-rates (C/10, C/5, C/3, C/2, C/1) for
three times at each C-rate, while their voltage and thickness changes were measured. For each C-rate, the cells were
discharged to 2.7 V. Then, the cells were rest for 10 mins before charge. At the end of each charge, to 4.4 V, the voltage
was held at 4.4 V until the current dropped to a C-rate of C/20. The cells were rest for 10 mins before discharge.
The cells were parameterized by combining reported values from the literature, measured values from experiments,
and optimized values from simulations. During the parameterization procedure, one cell was opened in a glove box
9
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LixC6 parameters Value Bound Ref.
Thicknessa, µm 79.4
Electrolyte volume fractionb 0.28 [0.21, 0.37] [33, 47, 48]
Active material volume fractionb 0.659 [0.54, 0.7] [47, 49]
Diffusivity in solidsb, m2/s 2.6e-14 [1e-15, 1e-11] [43, 50–52]
Particle radiusb, µm 7.3 [5, 20] [33, 49, 53]
Reaction rate constantb, m2/s · (m/mol)1/2 7.2e-12 [1.0e-12, 1.0e-9] [33, 54, 55]
Active material density, g/cm3 2.26
Theoretical specific capacity,b, mAh/g 372 [33]
Initial value of x,b 0.871 [0.75, 0.95]
Matrix conductivity, S/m 10 [33]
Bruggeman exponentb 1.3 [1, 3.1] [33, 48, 56]
Effective Young’s modulus, N/m2 4.6e8 [57]
LiyCoO2 parameters
Thicknessa, µm 54.6
Electrolyte volume fractionb 0.22 [0.15, 0.35] [33, 47, 49]
Active material volume fractionb 0.72 [0.55, 0.80] [33, 47, 49]
Diffusivity in solidsb, m2/s 2.0e-13 [1e-16, 1e-11] [58–65]
Particle radiusb, µm 5.6 [3, 9] [33, 66, 67]
Reaction rate constantb, m2/s · (m/mol)1/2 1.4e-11 [1.0e-12, 1.0e-9] [33, 54, 55]
Active material density, g/cm3 5.10
Theoretical specific capacity,b, mAh/g 273.85 [33]
Initial value of y,b 0.353 [0.33, 0.5]
Matrix conductivity, S/m 10 [33]
Bruggeman exponentb 1.3 [1, 3.0] [33, 56, 68]
Effective Young’s modulus, N/m2 5.6e8 [57]
Separator parameters
Thicknessa, µm 13.6
Electrolyte volume fractionb 0.4 [0.35, 0.55] [33, 69, 70]
Bruggeman exponentb 1.4 [1, 3.0] [33, 68]
Effective Young’s modulus, N/m2 5.0e8 [57]
a: measured value
b: fitted value
Table 3: List of simulation parameters for electrodes and separator. The bounds of fitting parameters are chosen based
either fitted or measured values given in the references.
to measure its design parameters, such as electrode thickness, separator thickness, and separator area. A number of
Li/LiCoO2 and Li/graphite coin cells were made with electrode materials harvested from fresh LGG5 cells to measure
the electrode open-circuit potentials (OCPs), as shown in Fig. 4. Interested readers are directed to Ref [62] for a
comparison of OCP measurements from the Galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) and the averaged
voltage method for a LCO/graphite cell that is similar to the one studied in this work. The functional description of
the electrolyte from [33] was used for our simulation, with their formulations/values summarized in Table 4. The
mechanical properties for each porous region were chosen from [57]. For graphite, a measured non-linear volume
change ratio for a different pouch cell, as shown in Fig. 5, is used for the simulation, where Ω(C) is computed based
on (12). A linear swelling ratio of ω = 1.8% is assumed for LiCoO2 [40] with Ω(C) being computed based on
Ω(C) = ω(C̄ − C̄0). The remaining parameters that could not be found in either of the sources mentioned, e.g.,
porosity, diffusion coefficient, reaction rate, etc., were determined by numerical optimization, i.e., by minimizing the
L2-norm of the difference of the experimental and simulated voltage profile at given C-rates. The parameters used in
the results section are summarized in Table 3-4.
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Parameter/Property Value/Expression
Salt concentration (1M LiPF6 in
EC/DEC), M
1.0
Conductivity, mS/cm κe,ref = 0.91ce
[(

























= −5.08− 0.22ce −
55.87
θ − 237− 5.17ce









Table 4: List of parameters and properties of electrolyte for the simulation [33].






























Figure 4: Measured OCP for graphite and LiCoO2 electrodes used in the LG G5 cells, which are obtained by averaging
C/50 charge and discharge curves measured in coin cells with Li counter electrodes at 25 ◦C.



















Figure 5: Measured thickness change ratio of LixC6 during the delithiation procedure for a pouch cell that has a
graphite volume fraction of 61± 1% [47].
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With Mech. Eq (42)






















With Mech. Eq (42)










Figure 6: Comparison of surface concentration between the case neglecting mechanical effects and the case consid-
ering mechanical coupling, but using different formulations, (42) and (43). The surface potential associated with the
surface concentration is shown on the right, where both plots show negligible difference among these three cases. In
these simulations, the dimensionless time τ is defined as τ = (Dst)/(R
0
p)
2. A dimensionless pore wall flux δ(τ) = τ






4.1 Diffusion in active solid particles
The mass balance equations for active particles summarized in Table 2 are obtained based on (43), which is a simplified
form of (42). In (43), an averaged volume change ratio J̄active is used to solve for Li concentration instead of a radial
location dependent volume change ratio Jactive. To evaluate the consequence on the surface concentration from this
assumption, (42) and (43) are solved with finite element methods (FEM) in the two dimensional setting for a spherical
particle. The solid diffusion in the spherical particle without mechanical deformation is also solved with FEM for
comparison. A dimensionless analysis as carried out in [31] is conducted. A surface flux linearly dependent on
the dimensionless pore wall flux defined in [31] is applied to the particle surface. The surface concentration and its
associated surface potential for the three cases are plotted in Fig. 6(a,b), which show negligible difference for the
three equations. Such results imply that the swelling the active particles has little impact on the Li diffusion in them.
Despite of this observation, Eq. (43) is used for the remaining mechanically coupled simulations.
4.2 Discharge study of a commercial cell
In this section, we simulate the discharge process of LG G5 cells at C/1, C/2, C/3, C/5, and C/10 with the new
formulations. Considering the fact that the cell has a very small Biot number [73], the C-rates are small, and the
cells were tested under forced convection, an isothermal condition is assumed for all the simulations. The simulated
thickness ratio change of the cell is compared with the measured value in Fig. 7, where a reasonably good match is
observed. Because the swelling relations use for graphite and LiCoO2 are not measured specifically for the tested LG
G5 cells, the observed difference in Fig. 7 is expected. Comparison of cell voltage at different C-rates shows a good
match between simulation results and experimental measurement, as plotted in Fig. 8. In fact, for smaller C-rates,
mechanical deformation has little impact on the electrochemical response of the cell. Thus, the simulated discharge
curves for these small C-rates from the DualFoil model without mechanical coupling will perform equally well. The
mechanical effect on the cell’s electrochemical response is more significant at higher C-rates, which is discussed in
Section 4.3.
4.3 Porosity change in the SLTD
The porosity change of the three porous regions is plotted in Fig. 9, which shows that intercalation induced
swelling/shrinkage causes the anode porosity to increase somewhat and the cathode porosity to decrease slightly.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the cell thickness ratio between simulation results and experimental measurement at C/2,
which shows that the model can predict the volume change of the cell with a reasonably good accuracy. Because the
swelling relations use for graphite and LiCoO2 are not measured specifically for the tested LG G5 cells, the observed
difference is expected.
























Figure 8: Comparison of voltage profile at different C-rates between simulation results and experimental measurement.
Porosity change impacts the effective transport properties of the cell via the Bruggeman relationship (1). The simula-
tion results show that both electrodes have non-uniform porosity distribution during the simulation, which is due to the
non-uniform distribution of Li intercalation/deintercalation rates in the electrodes. Our results show a maximum ca.
7.1% relative porosity increase in the anode region, and a maximum ca. 1.2% relative porosity decrease in the cathode
region for this particular simulation. This porosity change should not be neglected in the simulation with higher C-
rates. For example, the discharge voltage profiles at C/3, C/1, and 1.2C from simulations with and without accounting
for the mechanical effect are compared in Fig. 10. As expected, the difference is more significant at higher C-rates.
This difference suggests that including mechanical effects enables more accurate simulations of the electrochemical
behavior when extrapolating beyond the fitted operating parameter space to higher C-rates. Measurements of the LG
G5 cells were restricted to 1C, and hence the model parameters may not be accurate at higher C-rates. We therefore
limited our simulations to 1.2C, although this is not a general limitation of the model itself. We expand investigation
of mechanical effects up to 4C in a subsequent work [74].
4.4 External mechanical loading effects
In a real cell, the jellyroll normally is wound layer by layer and is confined in the can. The constraint from the
neighbor sandwich layer and the relatively rigid can will cause significant stress level change in the jellyroll. To
13
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(a) all three porous regions
































Figure 9: Illustration of the porosity change of the three porous regions in a cell during a C/1 discharge process at
different time steps without externally applied pressure. A visible non-uniform porosity distribution in both electrodes
is observed, which is caused by non-uniform distribution of the Li deintercalation reaction rate.
















Sim: 1.2C w. Mech
Sim: 1.2C w/o Mech
Sim: C/1 w. Mech
Sim: C/1 w/o Mech
Sim: C/3 w. Mech
Sim: C/3 w/o Mech
Figure 10: Comparison of voltage profile at C/3, C/1, and 1.2C from simulations with and without accounting for the
mechanical effect. Difference is observed at the higher C-rate simulation.
understand how the externally applied pressure impacts cell electrochemical behavior, different normalized external
pressures are applied to the cell at C/3, C/1, and 1.2C rates. The voltage profiles are shown in Fig. 11, which show
that mechanical deformation has evident impact on cell electrochemical behavior at higher C-rates. This is mainly
because that, at higher C-rates, Li-ion diffusion in the electrolyte is the major limiting factor, whereas porosity change
can significantly impact the diffusion process via the Bruggeman relationship (1).
5 Conclusion
In this work, a new coupled electrochemomechanical model is presented to account for the porosity change and the
transport distance change due to Li intercalation and externally applied pressure. Though carefully designed experi-
ments are needed to thoroughly validate the proposed model, the preliminary results from a parameterized commercial
LG G5 smartphone battery have shown promising performance, where the new model can accurately describe cell
behavior at different discharge C-rates and reveal the potential impact of mechanical deformation on the cell’s electro-
chemical behavior at high C-rates. The capability to model cell behavior with varying porosity is particularly important
for simulating fast charge/discharge behavior, where the Li concentration variation (equivalently, the porosity varia-
tions) along the SLTD will be much more severe than the examples studied in this work. Because of the non-negligible
coupling between mechanical deformation and electrochemical behavior, we expect that in large-format cells the non-
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Sim: C/3 w. ∼0%
Sim: C/3 w. ∼1%
Sim: C/3 w. ∼2%
Sim: C/3 w. ∼3%
(a) C/3















Sim: C/1 w. ∼0%
Sim: C/1 w. ∼1%
Sim: C/1 w. ∼2%
Sim: C/1 w. ∼3%
(b) C/1















Sim: 1.2C w. ∼0%
Sim: 1.2C w. ∼1%
Sim: 1.2C w. ∼2%
Sim: 1.2C w. ∼3%
(c) 1.2C
Figure 11: Comparison of voltage profiles for C/3, C/1, and 1.2C discharge under different externally applied pressure,
with the legend∼0% − ∼3% indicating the equivalent level of externally applied elastic strain. The simulation results
show that mechanical deformation has evident impact on cell electrochemical behavior at higher C-rates.
uniform deformation might significantly impact cell electrochemical performance and possibly the aging process. A
3D electro-chemo-thermo-mechanical model has been developed to resolve the heterogeneity inside the battery by the
authors, which is published in [46].
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Nomenclature
a0 • initial active interfacial area per unit electrode volume (specific interfacial area), 1/m
ce • Li
+ concentration of electrolyte in the current configuration, mol/m3
cs • surface solid-phase Li concentration, mol/m
3
Cmaxs • maximum surface concentration in the reference configuration, mol/m
3
C̄ • volume-averaged solid-phase Li concentration in the reference configuration, mol/m3
Ce • Li
+ concentration of electrolyte in the reference configuration, mol/m3
Cs • Li surface concentration of active particles in the reference configuration, mol/m
3
Ds • solid-phase diffusion coefficient, m
2/s
De,eff • effective electrolyte diffusion coefficient, m
2/s
E • Young’s modulus, N/m2
f± • salt activity coefficient
F • Faraday’s constant, 96485 C/mol
F • deformation gradient
F active • deformation gradient of active particles
ie • electrolyte-phase current density in the current configuration, A/m
2
is • solid-phase current density in the current configuration, A/m
2
Ie • electrolyte-phase current density in the reference configuration, A/m
2
Is • solid-phase current density in the reference configuration, A/m
2
J̄active • averaged Jacobian of active particles
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J • Jacobian
Jactive • Jacobian of active particles
Je • Jacobian of electrolyte phase
Jn • pore-wall flux across interface in the reference configuration, mol/(m
2 · s)
k0 • reaction rate constant, m
2/s · (m/mol)1/2
ke • a general flux defined in the current configuration
Ke • a general flux defined in the reference configuration
Q̄ • volume-averaged solid-phase Li concentration gradient in the reference configuration, mol/m4
R • gas constant, 8.314J/(mol · K)
R0p • initial radius of solid particles, µm
t • time, s
t+ • cationic transference number
u • displacement
Us • solid-phase open-circuit potential, V
v • volume defined in the current configuration
V • volume defined in the reference configuration
α • Bruggeman exponent
αa • anodic transfer coefficient
αc • cathodic transfer coefficient
ǫ0e • porosity, or volume fraction of electrolyte in the reference configuration
ǫ0s • active material volume fraction in the reference configuration
ηs • surface overpotential, V
εzz • magnitude of strain in the SLTD
ε • strain field
κe,eff • effective electrolyte conductivity (Li
+), S/m
κs,eff • effective electronic conductivity (e
– ), S/m
ω • swelling coefficient
φe • electrolyte potential, V
φs • solid-phase potential, V
σ • homogenized Cauchy stress, N/m2
θ • temperature, K
θ0 • reference temperature, K
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